Vision

We aspire to do advancement of knowledge through excellence and innovation in education, research, and outreach activities.

Mission

To conduct high quality educational and research activities that benefit students, researchers, and communities across the nation. We will also abide to extend, apply, and exchange knowledge between the institutions, industry and society.
The Shirpur Education Society has over the years, knitted together a large network of educational institutions throughout the length and breadth of Shirpur. From pre-primary schools, primary schools, ashram schools, secondary and higher secondary schools to professional college and institutes that offers courses like Pharmacy, D.Ed., B.Ed., MCA, MCM, Computer Engineering, entire education has a single-minded goal and mission to provide hope, direction and the promise of a bright future for aspiring youth from all over country.

To satisfy the growing demands of pharmacy professionals for country and also to accommodate all sectors of society, H. R. Patel Institute of Pharmaceutical Education and Research has been started in 2004 (Previously known as H. R. Patel Women's College of Pharmacy). Within the short span of time, this institution too has earned reputation in pharmaceutical arena and which is today, acquired a pioneering position in North Maharashtra. This success is surely efforts of dedicated faculties, quality students and broad base of sophisticated instruments, enriched library and educationally encouraging environment.

I am very happy know that the institute is bringing out the Institutional Magazine.

Best wishes to the team HRPIPER for all the endeavors.

Hon. Shri. Amrishbhai R. Patel
President
Shirpur Education Society, Shirpur
From Principal’s Desk

“Always strive for being extraordinary, and for being extraordinary one has given in extraordinary efforts, no compromise”

On behalf of the entire H R P I P E R fraternity, I am delighted to welcome you to our college. Our commitment is to endow the students with innovative, in-depth and high level learning, develop their moral values and empower them with skills and attributes of an ingenious problem solver and critical thinker. We prepare our students to confidently face the challenges of the highly competitive world and career progression and also nurture them to become responsible human beings who are able to effectively deliver the needs of a developing nation.

The college has a highly qualified, committed and talented teaching faculty who facilitate the students to keep abreast with academic challenges and developments. Our teaching-learning methods encourage inter-disciplinary approaches through innovation projects, conferences, seminars, talks and workshops. Experiential learning techniques are used for an effective implementation of the curriculum.

H R P I P E R ensures friendly, supportive and safe environment through various measures that make the Campus a zero-tolerance-campus for ragging, sexual harassment and smoking.

I once again welcome you to the H R P I P E R family. I hope you spend the most amazing and memorable years of your life in our College making bonds that will last a lifetime.

Prof. Dr. S. B. Bari
Principal
H. R. Patel Institute of Pharmaceutical Education and Research, Shirpur
“We can’t always build the future for our youth, but we can build our youth for the future”

I am extremely happy to handover this issue of E Bulletin 2018 – 19 which has been serving as a platform to highlight the glance, achievements, events and many more of HRIPPER Family.

I would like to place on record my gratitude and heartfelt thanks to our beloved Principal, Dr. S. B. Bari for his constant afflatus and thriving auspice for bringing out this institutional E Bulletin. I am also grateful to all teaching staff, non-teaching staff and students for extending their cooperation and contribution to make this effort a success.

I wish happy voyage to the readers of this bulletin and it will be satisfy the readers and even be electrifying to them.

Thanking You.

Mr. Prashant B. Patil
Editor in Chief
E-Bulletin-2018 - 19
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On 09\textsuperscript{th} July 2018 guest lecture was organized on “Introduction and Current Scenario of Pharmaceutical Industry” by Mr. Kalpesh K. Nerkar [Officer, Mylan Laboratories Ltd., Pithampur, Indore (M. P.)] for Final Year B. Pharm students to cope for imparting recent updates of industry scenario and our students educational values related to current trends to students with current need and opportunities in pharmaceutical industry by presenting current scenario available outside.
To make awareness about the importance of trees for the sustainable environment and initiate such responsibility among the student & staff, various medicinal plants were planted in the college premises on 20th July 2018. Along with this, students and staff took the responsibility to take care of these plants.
On 24th July 2018 organized guest lecture of industrial resource person Mr. Sachin Velapure, Officer, Quality Assurance Department, Inventia Healthcare Ltd. Mumbai on Current scenario of Pharmaceutical Industry for Third Year B. Pharm students.
On 28th July 2018 organized guest lecture of industrial resource person Mr. Rohit Rathi (Assistant Manager, Rubicon Research Pvt. Ltd. Ambernath) on Quality Assurance and Validation for Final Year B. Pharm students for imparting educational values related to current trends to students with current need and opportunities of Quality Assurance and Process, equipment, cleaning validation available outside.
HRPIPER and Green Army together worked for target of 13 Crore plantation. Hon. Bhubesh Bhai Patel, Managing Director SES, has declared to plant trees at Ambegaon with collaboration of Pharmacy, Engineering, IMRD students. T Y B Pharm Batch (A) 22 students travelled to Ambegaon Tal: Shirpur and helped in planting nearly 300 Neem Plants on 01st August 2018.
On 07th August 2018 organized guest lecture of Dr. Shweta Polshettiwar, Dietician, Sport Department, Shirpur Education Society, Shirpur on Health and Diet for First Year B. Pharm students for imparting how was our diet and throughout it how to maintain our health.
On 11th August 2018 organized guest lecture of Mr. Swapnil N. Patil, Jr. Executive, Quality Assurance Dept. Macleods Pharmaceuticals Ltd. Kachigam Unit VII, Daman on Challenges and opportunities in modeling pharmaceutical manufacturing processes and pharmaceutical quality assurance for Final Year B. Pharm students for imparting educational values related to modeling of manufacturing of pharmaceutical product and challenges and opportunities in quality assurance.
Guest Lecture
21\textsuperscript{st} August 2018

On 21\textsuperscript{th} August 2018 organized guest lecture of Mr. K. B. Chaudhari and Mr. Ziyaul Haque (Incharge GPAT Aim Academy, Nasik) on GPAT and other competitive examination for Final Year and Third Year B. Pharm students for guidance of GPAT, NIPER and various other competitive exams.
KBC NMU, Jalgaon, change of name of affiliating university commemoration
21st August 2018
Orientation Program 2018 for First Year B. Pharm Students
24th August 2018
On 24th August 2018 on the account of Orientation Program organized guest lecture of Prof. Suresh Pandey Sir (Square Circle Academy, Jalgaon) on How to motivate to yourself for First Year B. Pharm students for imparting decision making power and confidence.
The HRPIPER has organized one day Industrial Visit to Blue Cross Laboratories Pvt Ltd. Nasik Students on 28/08/2018. A total of 45 students & four faculty members participated in above tour. Students observed production, packaging departments of Solid, liquid dosage form and quality control of various formulations along with research and development department which was present in same premises.
The HRPIPER has organized One day Industrial Visit cum short tour ellora caves and Indoco Remedies Limited, Waluj, Aurangabad dated on 30/08/2018. A total of 43 students & four faculty members attended tour. Students visited various departments of production, packaging, raw material and quality control of various dosage form like tablets, semisolids and liquid section of Indoco Remedies Limited.
Fresher’s Party
02\textsuperscript{nd} September 2018
Teachers Day
05th September 2018

To recognize the role of teachers in education and society, teacher’s day was celebrated by our students on 05th September 2018.
On 07th September 2018 organized guest lecture of industrial resource person Mr. Kunjal Patel (Research Scientist, Torrent Pharmaceuticals Ltd., Ahmedabad) and Mr. Charuhas Vashi (Director, Viezen Pharmaceuticals Ltd., Ahmedabad) on Introduction and Scope after B. Pharm and Current Market Trends for Final Year B. Pharm students for imparting educational values related to current trends to students with current need and opportunities available outside.
On 12\textsuperscript{th} September 2018 organized guest lecture of Mr. Harsh Parekh (Sr. Research Associate, Lambda Therapeutics Research Ltd., Mehasana (Gujrat)) on Introduction of Clinical Research and Clinical Trial for Third Year B. Pharm students for improving knowledge of clinical study.
Ganesh Festival
13th to 15th September 2018
Maharashtra State Commission for Women’s sponsored,
One Day National Level Workshop on Self Defense: A basic need for 
**women of all ages** - 21st September 2018

Inauguration by hand of Hon. Sandip Gavit
(Dy S. P. Shirpur), and First plenary session
(Quest and Ans), Hon Sangita Deore, Former
President and social worker, Shirpur

Before Inauguration Chief Guest Hon. Sandip
Gavit (Dy S. P. Shirpur), President, Resource
Persons, Principal Dr. S. B. Bari, Coordinator
Prof. Z. G. Khan and all committee members

Participants learning karate tricks for
self defense

Certificate and trophy to resource Person Mr.
Jaysing R Padvi (Black Belt Karate Trainer)
In a world filled with bullying and societal pressures, we need our girls to grow up knowing that they are smart, strong, and empowered. No matter what goals they aspire to achieve, our young women need to know that if they work hard, they can reach for the stars. No matter her age or skill level, there is a place for her in our community—and self defence for girls could be the best thing for women of all ages.
World Pharmacist Day – 2018

25\textsuperscript{th} September 2018
On the occasion of world pharmacist day Rx Technical Poster Presentation Competition 2018 was organized on 25th September 2018 (Tuesday); 52 participants were participated for the event and got cash prizes for winners as Rs. 2100 /-, 1100 /- and 500 /- for First, Second and Third Winner respectively.
On 28th September 2018 organized guest lecture of industrial resource person Mr. Sunil Bhadane, Trainee Jr. Data Analyst, Cognizant Pvt. Ltd., Airoli on Pharmacovigilance and basic interview information on it for Final Year B. Pharm students for basic knowledge of pharmacovigilance and improving interview capability.
Yuvati Sabha - 2019
12th October 2018
Yuvati Sabha, Personality Development Workshop for the girl students of the institute was organised on 12th October 2018 with the help of grant received from Student Development Department, KBC, NMU, Jalgaon. During the same, eminent speakers like Prof. Haseem Mohammad Isaq Shaikh (District Student Development Office, KBC NMU, Jalgaon), Hon. Kishor G. Sonawane, Principal of Saraswat English Academy, Surat, Prof. Jyoti Rane madam and Prof. Amruta Bhandari Madam were invited to focus on various topics under personality development. Self-defense workshop for the girl students of our institute was organised with the help of grant received from Student Development Department, KBC, NMU, Jalgaon.
Parents Meet – 2018
13th October 2018
HRPIPER Alumni Association have interaction of current students with alumni of HRPIPER, the alumni meet for academic year 2018 - 19 was organized on Saturday, 27th October 2018. After registration of alumni for meet, the formal announcement of inauguration of function was declared with kind permission of Principal Dr. S. B. Bari, Academic Incharge Dr. P. O. Patil, Alumni Incharge Dr. D. D. Patil and in presence of alumni, current B. Pharm students and teaching-non-teaching staff.
National Unity Day was introduced by the Government of India and inaugurated by Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi in 2014. The intent is to pay tribute to Vallabhbhai Patel, who was instrumental in keeping India united. It is to be celebrated on 31 October every year as an annual commemoration of the birthday of the Iron Man of India Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, one of the founding leaders of Republic of India.
Tributes to Former Principal Respected Dr. R. A. Fursule Sir

11\textsuperscript{th} December 2018

Tribute was given to the founder Principal of the institute Late Dr. R. A. Fursule on his death anniversary. During the same students and staff paid homage remembering to him.
On 22nd January 2019 organized guest lecture of industrial resource person Mr. Rajesh Gade and Mr. Sudhir Patil (Lotus Business School, Pune) on Business Opportunities in Pharmaceutical Sector for Third Year B. Pharm students for imparting educational values related to current trends to students with current need and opportunities available outside for business.
In order to encourage more young voters to take part in the political process, Government of India has decided to celebrate January 25 every year as "National Voters' Day". It has been started from January 25, 2011 to mark Commission's foundation day. We celebrated the event by taking oath of national voters’ day.
Yuvarang (Youth Festival) - 2019
04th February 2019

Yuthfestival participation - Priya caudhari- poetry, Prerna Tiwari- Mehandi, Anjali chordiya- Elocution and Sumeet Patil- Photography for District Level Yuvarang at SMT. NNC Arts, Commerce and Science College Kusumba Tal Dhule 04th February 2019.
On 05th February 2019 organized guest lecture of industrial resource person Mr. Ashish N. Kapade (Sr. Officer, Intas Pharmaceutical Pvt. Ltd., Matoda) on Quality Assurance Perspective of injectable and current pharma scenario of pharmaceutical industry for Third Year B. Pharm students for imparting educational values related to Quality Assurance Perspective and current trends to students with current need in pharma field and opportunities of pharma field available outside.
First Year Parents Meet 2019
07th February 2019
Smilax 2019
07th February 2019
Yuvati Sabha Self Defense Workshop

01st February to 08th February 2019
KBCNMU, Jalgaon Sponsored One Day State Level Seminar on “Entrepreneurship Development Program on How to Start Business, Finance and Project Reports”

12th March 2019
KBCNMU, Jalgaon Sponsored One Day State Level Workshop on
“Stress Management for Non-Teaching staff in KBCNMU Affiliated
Colleges”
12th March 2019
On 13th March 2019 organized guest lecture of Dr. Kishor Salunkhe (Professor, Dept. of Pharmaceutics, Amrutvahini College of Pharmacy, Amrutnagar, Sangamner) on Pharmaceutical Research for First Year and Second Year M. Pharm. students for imparting educational values related to research project which required in the academic curriculum of M. Pharm.
KBCNNU, Jalgaon Sponsored One Day State Level Seminar on
“Fundamentals of Intellectual Property Rights, Patents: Present
Perspectives”
16th March 2019
On 18th March 2019 organized guest lecture of Mr. Dhanajay Khanzode and Mrs. Swati Bhagwat (Talent Acquisition Associate, Association of Friends of Japan, Pune) on Pharmaceutical Job Opportunities in Japan and Japanese language course and its important for Second Year B. Pharm. students.
On 02\textsuperscript{nd} March 2019 organized guest lecture of Dr. Santosh Yele, Assistant Professor, School of Pharmacy & Tech Management, NMIMS University, Shirpur Campus, Shirpur - Dhule for Third Year and Final Year B. Pharm students on Think Fast – Talk Smart for imparting educational values related to development of soft skills.
A campus drive was conducted on 3\textsuperscript{rd} April 2019 at HRPIPER. HR team from ADVANTMED LLP, Ahmedabad consisting of Mr. Chirag Yadav, Mr. Hiren Shah, Mr. Sameer Ali, Mr. Aditya Singh, Ms. Purvi Shah and Ms. Komal Modi conducted three rounds of interview: \textbf{Round 1}: Online aptitude test, \textbf{Round 2}: Personal interview and \textbf{Round 3}: HR Round (Non-technical). 96 students appeared for the interview out of which 16 students got placed.
Dr. Pravin O. Patil received best teacher award (2018) by Shirpur Education Society, Shirpur for his best exceptional work and securing outstanding grade in academic performance indicator (API). Award was conferred to him on 5th September 2018.

Mr. Dr. Dipak D. Patil had appreciated with Best Teacher Award by Shirpur Education Society, Shirpur for his contribution to H. R. Patel Institute of Pharmaceutical Education and Research, Shirpur on occasion of Teacher’s Day dated 05th September 2018.

Mr. Ganesh B. Patil, has been awarded with degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Ph D) by North Maharashtra University, Jalgaon in Pharmaceutical Science (Faculty of Pharmacy & Medicine). He obtained Ph D for the thesis submitted on “Formulation and Characterization of Nanotechnology Based Drug Delivery System”.
Mr. Dr. Pravin O. Patil attended Research Based Pedagogy Teaching (RBPT) Workshop at Hotel Jaipur Greens, Jaisingh Pura, Jaipur (Raj.); 28th September – 1st October 2018. A team from Sheffield Hallam University, UK was conducted this workshop, which was being organised by CoESME, IISER Pune and supported by Department of Biotechnology (DBT), Govt. of India, and British Council.

Mr. Kalpesh R. Patil, Head, Department of Pharmacology, H. R. Patel Institute of Pharmaceutical Education & Research, Shirpur, has been awarded with the degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) in the subject Pharmacy under the Faculty of Pharmacy and Medicine by NMU, Jalgaon on 29th June 2018. He obtained the degree of Ph.D. for the thesis entitled, “Preclinical Evaluation of Selected Herbal Compositions for Ant-inflammatory and Analgesic Activities”.

Dr. Pravin O. Patil has received Early Career Research (ECR) Research Grant of 33 lakhs from SERB for project titled "Functionalized fluorescent graphene quantum dot based sensor for early detection of lung cancer and bioimaging”, for the period of three years (July 2018-June 2021). He has also received Research Grant of 28 lakhs from ICMR for Ad-hoc project titled “Fabrication of surface decorated graphene oxide nanocomposites for label free prognosis of Alzheimer’s disease”, for the period of three years (Octomber 2018-Septmber 2021)
Dr. Kalpesh K. Patil, Asst. Prof. & Head, Department of Pharmacology, H. R. Patel Institute of Pharmaceutical Education and Research, Shirpur has submitted the patent application entitled, “Metal Chelates of Michael Acceptors for Chemoprevention and Organ Protection” to Patent office, Mumbai. (Patent Application Number: 201821030643; Date: 16/08/2018).

Dr. Dilip A. Patil had attended the PCI Sponsored “Continuing Education Programme” on “Emerging Trends in Pharma Sciences” from 30th Aug to 1st Sept 2018, at SVKM’s NMIMS School of Pharmacy & Technology Management, Shirpur Campus. Highly experienced and trained faculty members, researchers and experts from research institutes and industry were present as resource persons.

Dr. Vivekanand K. Chatap, Assistant Professor, Dept. of Pharmaceutics H. R. Patel Institute of Pharmaceutical Education and Research, Shirpur has been awarded with Young Researchers Award’ by Modern Institute of Pharmaceutical, Indore (M.P.) during at National Seminar on held on 15/9/2018.
Dr. P. O. Patil, attended Nicoya Open SPR seminar and demo (workshop) at The Institute for Stem Cell Biology and Regenerative Medicine (inStem) and The National Centre for Biological Sciences (NCBS), Bangalore. Ms. Sarah Stratharn, Vice President, Product Success, NICOYA, Life Sciences, Canada was conducted this workshop. She was enlighten the audience regarding Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) instrumentation, applications and kinetics.

Dr. Vivekanand K. Chatap invited as Resource Person at Department of Science and Technology Sponsered “INSPIRE Internship Science Camp’ organized by Columbia Institute of Pharmacy, Raipur, Chhattisgarh, was held on October 2-6, 2018.

Dr. Vivekanand K. Chatap invited as Resource Person at Department of Science and Technology Sponsered “INSPIRE Internship Science Camp’ organized Smriti College of Pharmaceutical Education, Indore, Madhya Pradesh, was held on December 18, 2018.
Dr. Pravin O. Patil, Prashant K. Deshmukh and Mr. Zamir G. Khan have contributed a Book Chapter entitled “Antibody-mediated diagnosis of biomolecules” in “Nanobiosensors for Biomolecular Targeting” (Elsevier Publishers, Date of publication: October 2018).

Mr. Zamir G. Khan received 50,000/- INR from Maharashtra State Government: Maharashtra State Commission for Women to Organize One Day National level workshop on Self-defence: A basic need for women of all ages held at H. R. Patel Institute of Pharmaceutical Education & Research, Shirpur (Dhule), on 21st September 2018.

Feel Happy to Share regarding the Test Practice Centre (TPC) by NTA was allotted to practice Mock Tests to students related to Engineering, Medical, Management, Pharmacy discipline at H. R. Patel Institute of Pharmaceutical Education and Research, Shirpur. Dr. Dipak D. Patil, Associate Professor, working as Nodal officer for Test Practice Centre at HRPIPER.
Ms. Payal H. Patil won Second Prize in PPG category under the theme of Medicine and Pharmacy at University level Avishkar 2018 from Pro-Vice Chancellor Hon. Dr. P. P. Mahulikar Sir and represented to KBCNEMU, Jalgaon at State Level Avishkar 2018 at Gondwana University, Gadchiroli.

Dr. Dipak D. Patil invited as Resource Person for Faculty Development Programme sponsored by DTE, MS entitled as “Empowering Teaching Skills using Modern Pedology Tools” The active session with participants was conducted on Web Presence of Faculty, Website creation using Wordpres at Department of Pharmacy, Government Polytechnique, Jalgaon on 15th January 2019.

Mr. Piyush S. Bafna, has won second prize in teacher category under the theme of Medicine and Pharmacy at University level AVISHKAR 2018 organized by KBCNEMU, Jalgaon during 2nd - 3rd January 2019. Title of presentation is “Physicochemical Characterization and Preclinical Evaluation of Anti-inflammatory activity of Tamra Bhasma”.

Dr. Dipak D. Patil invited as Resource Person for Faculty Development Programme sponsored by DTE, MS entitled as “Empowering Teaching Skills using Modern Pedology Tools” The active session with participants was conducted on Web Presence of Faculty, Website creation using Wordpres at Department of Pharmacy, Government Polytechnique, Jalgaon on 15th January 2019.
Dr. Vivekanand K. Chatap invited as Resource Person at Department of Science and Technology Sponsored “INSPIRE Internship Science Camp” organized by Shivaji Science College, Congress Nagar, Nagpur-440012(MS), was held on February 1, 2019.
PROGRAMME EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES

**PEO 1:** Academic Excellence: To provide sound knowledge of fundamental principles and their applications in the area of Pharmaceutical Sciences and Technology

**PEO 2:** Competency and Inventiveness: To produce pharmacy graduates with strong fundamental concepts and high technical competence in pharmaceutical sciences with innovative approaches.

**PEO 3:** Traits Improvement and Professionalism: To introduce regulation, professionalism, team spirit, communication skills, social and ethical commitment in the graduates in order to embellish leadership roles facilitating improvement in healthcare sector with a distinct professional identity, business acumen, global recognition and sustainable development.

**PEO 4:** Social Contribution: To train the students to contribute towards health care system by counselling for prophylaxis and prevention of diseases and creating awareness about healthcare issues.